This is the first in a sequence of two articles investigating moduli stacks of global G-shtukas, which are function field analogs for Shimura varieties. Here G is a parahoric Bruhat-Tits group scheme over a smooth projective curve, and global G-shtukas are generalizations of Drinfeld shtukas and analogs of abelian varieties with additional structure. Our moduli stacks generalize various moduli spaces used by different authors to prove instances of the Langlands program over function fields.
Introduction
Let F q be a finite field with q elements, let C be a smooth projective geometrically irreducible curve over F q , and let G be a parahoric Bruhat-Tits group scheme over C; see Definition 2.12. A global G-shtuka G over an F q -scheme S is a tuple (G, s 1 , . . . , s n , τ ) consisting of a G-torsor G over C S := C × Fq S, an n-tuple of (characteristic) sections (s 1 , . . . , s n ) ∈ C n (S) and a Frobenius connection τ defined outside the graphs of the sections s i , that is, an isomorphism τ : σ * G| C S ∪ i Γs i
In addition, in Chapter 3 we discuss the relation between local P-shtukas and Galois representations which is given by the associated Tate module. This chapter is largely independent of the rest of this article and is only used in Remark 5.6. In Chapter 5 we consider the formal stack ∇ n H 1 (C, G) ν , which is obtained by taking the formal completion of the stack ∇ n H 1 (C, G) at a fixed n-tuple of pairwise different characteristic places ν = (ν 1 , . . . , ν n ). This means we let A ν be the completion of the local ring O C n ,ν , and we consider global G-shtukas only over schemes S whose characteristic morphism S → C n factors through Nilp Aν . Recall that with an abelian variety over a scheme in Nilp Zp one can associate its p-divisible group. In the analogous situation for global G-shtukas one can associate a tuple ( Γ ν i (G)) i of local P ν i -shtukas Γ ν i (G) with a global G-shtuka G in ∇ n H 1 (C, G) ν (S). We construct this global-local functor in Section 5.2 by first generalizing the glueing lemma of Beauville and Laszlo [BL95] in Lemma 5.1. In analogy with a theorem of Serre and Tate relating the deformation theory of abelian varieties over schemes in Nilp Zp and their associated p-divisible groups, we prove in Theorem 5.10 the equivalence between the infinitesimal deformations of a global G-shtuka and the infinitesimal deformations of its associated n-tuple of local P ν i -shtukas. Note that unlike abelian varieties, G-shtukas posses more than one characteristic and we must keep track of the deformations of the local P ν i -shtukas at each of these characteristic places ν i . This theorem for abelian τ -sheaves (corresponding to the case G = GL r ) and their associated z-divisible groups was first stated and proved by the second author in [Har05] .
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Notation and Conventions
Throughout this article we denote by When R = F we drop the subscript R from the notation of D R andD R .
For a formal scheme S we denote by Nilp S the category of schemes over S on which an ideal of definition of S is locally nilpotent. We equip Nilp S with theétale topology. We also denote by n ∈ N >0 a positive integer, ν := (ν i ) i=1...n an n-tuple of closed points of C, A ν the completion of the local ring O C n ,ν of C n at the closed point ν = (ν i ), Nilp Aν := Nilp Spf Aν the category of schemes over C n on which the ideal defining the closed point ν ∈ C n is locally nilpotent,
= NilpD the category of D-schemes S for which the image of z in O S is locally nilpotent. We denote the image of z by ζ since we need to distinguish it from z ∈ O D .
G a parahoric Bruhat-Tits group scheme over C; see Definition 2.12,
Loop Groups and Local P-Shtukas
Since we want to develop the theory of local P-shtukas partly independently of global G-shtukas we let F be a finite field and F[[z]] be the power series ring over F in the variable z. We let P be a smooth affine group scheme over D := Spec F[ [z] ] with connected fibers, and we let P := P × DḊ be the generic fiber of P overḊ := Spec F((z)). We are mainly interested in the situation where we have an isomorphism D ∼ = Spec A ν for a place ν of C and where P = P ν := G × C Spec A ν . In this case P is even a parahoric group scheme over D := Spec F [[z] ] in the sense of [BT72, Définition 5.2.6], see also [HR08] , and P is a reductive group over F((z)). We recall the following Definition 2.1. The group of positive loops associated with P is the infinite dimensional affine group scheme L + P over F whose R-valued points for an F-algebra R are
The group of loops associated with P is the fpqc-sheaf of groups LP over F whose R-valued points for an F-algebra R are LP (R) := P (R((z))) := P (Ḋ R ) := HomḊ(Ḋ R , P ) , [NP01] , [Fal03] when P is constant. Let H 1 (Spec F, L + P) := [Spec F/L + P] (respectively H 1 (Spec F, LP ) := [Spec F/LP ]) denote the classifying space of L + P-torsors (respectively LP -torsors). It is a stack fibered in groupoids over the category of F-schemes S whose category H 1 (Spec F, L + P)(S) consists of all L + P-torsors (resp. LP -torsors) on S. The inclusion of sheaves L + P ⊂ LP gives rise to the natural 1-morphism
Definition 2.2. LetP be the formal group scheme overD := Spf F [[z] ], obtained by the formal completion of P along V (z). A formalP-torsor over an F-scheme S is a z-adic formal schemeP overD S :=D × F S together with an actionP ×DP →P ofP onP such that there is a coveringD S ′ →D S where S ′ → S is an fpqc-covering and aP-equivariant isomorphism
HereP acts on itself by right multiplication. Let H 1 (D,P) be the category fibered in groupoids that assigns to each F-scheme S the groupoid consisting of all formalP-torsors overD S .
Remark 2.3. For any P in H 1 (D,P)(Spec R) one can find anétale covering R → R ′ such that P ×D RD R ′ is isomorphic toP R ′ in H 1 (D,P)(R ′ ). Indeed, since P →D R is smooth, the restriction P 0 of P to V (z) ⊆D R is likewise smooth over R. Therefore P 0 has a section over anétale covering R → R ′ . Then by smoothness this section extends overD R .
In [HV11, Proposition 2.2.(a)] Viehmann and the second author proved that for a split reductive group G, there is a bijection of (pointed) sets between theČech cohomologyȞ 1 (S fpqc , L + G) and the set of isomorphism classes of z-adic formal schemes overD S . By the same arguments one can even see that there is a canonical equivalence between the corresponding categories.
Proposition 2.4. There is a natural isomorphism
of groupoids. In particular all L + P-torsors for the fpqc-topology on S are already trivialétale locally on S.
Proof. With a given elementP of H 1 (D,P)(S) one can associate the following sheaf
where S fpqc denotes the big fpqc-site on S. This sheaf is a torsor under the action of L + P(T ) = HomD(D T ,P).
Conversely let K be an L + P-torsor. Let S ′ → S be an fpqc-covering that trivializes K and fix a trivialization K S ′ ∼ −→ (L + P) S ′ . This gives a 1-cocycle g ∈ L + P(S ′′ ), where S ′′ = S ′ × S S ′ . Nowḡ = g(mod z n ) can be viewed as a descent data onP × D D n,S ′ = P× D D n,S ′ where D n,S ′ := Spec F[[z]]/(z n )× F S ′ . Since D n,S ′ → D n,S is an fpqc-covering and P is affine, the descent data is effective by [BLR90, §6.1, Theorem 6] and gives an affine finitely presented smooth schemeĜ n over D n,S by [EGA, IV 2 , Proposition 2.7.1 and IV 4 , Corollaire 17.7.3]. These schemes form an inductive system {Ĝ n } n∈N . Now setĜ := lim −→Ĝ n , the existence of this limit (in the category of z-adic formal schemes overD S ) follows from [EGA, I new , Corollary 10.6.4]. This shows that the functor is essentially surjective. By the above construction we see that the functor is also fully faithful.
The last statement now follows from Remark 2.3. Generalizing [HV11, Definition 3 .1] to parahoric group schemes, we define the space of local P-shtukas as follows.
Definition 2.6. Let X be the fiber product
of groupoids. Let pr i denote the projection onto the i-th factor. We define the groupoid of local P-shtukas Sht D P to be Sht
(see Definition 2.5) whereσ :=σ H 1 (Spec F,L + P) is the absolute F-Frobenius of H 1 (Spec F, L + P). The category Sht D P is fibered in groupoids over the category
]-schemes on which ζ is locally nilpotent. We call an object of the category Sht D P (S) a local P-shtuka over S.
consisting of an L + P-torsor L + on S and an isomorphism of the associated loop group torsorsτ :σ * L → L from (2.1).
We denote byÉtSht D P (S) the category ofétale local P-shtukas over S.
Lemma 2.8. Let k be an algebraically closed field extension of F. Then for any b ∈ L + P(k) there exists some c ∈ L + P(k) such that bσ * (c) = c.
. We viewP as the inductive limit lim
where
. Let G n denote the linear algebraic group over F given by the Weil restriction Res Dn/ Spec F (P n ). The reduction of b mod z n gives an element b n ∈ G n (k). Since P has connected fibers, G n is connected. Thus by Lang's theorem [Lan56, Corollary on p. 557] there exist a c n ∈ G n (k) such that b nσ * (c n ) = c n . Hereσ is the F-Frobenius on G n which coincides with the Frobeniusσ induced from P. Now consider the reduction map α n : G n+1 (k) → G n (k) and the elementd n := α n (c n+1 ) −1 c n which satisfiesσ * (d n ) =d n and hence lies in G n (F) = P(D n+1 ). Since P is smoothd n lifts to an element d n ∈ P(D n+1 ) = G n+1 (F). Replacing c n+1 by c n+1 d n we may assume that α n (c n+1 ) = c n and then take c := lim ←− c n .
Corollary 2.9. Everyétale local P-shtuka over an algebraically closed field k is isomorphic to (L + P) k , 1·σ * .
Proof. Let L = (L + ,τ ) be anétale local P-shtuka over k. By Proposition 2.4 there is a trivialization of the L + P-torsor L + giving rise to an isomorphism L ∼ = (L + P) k , b ·σ * for some b ∈ L + P(k). By Lemma 2.8 there is an element c ∈ L + P(k) with bσ * (c) = c and multiplication with c is an isomorphism
Local P-shtukas can be viewed as function field analogs of p-divisible groups. This inspires the following notions of quasi-isogenies; compare [HV11, Definition 3.8].
′ ) the set of quasi-isogenies between L and L ′ over S, and we write QIsog S (L) := QIsog S (L, L) for the quasi-isogeny group of L.
As in the theory of p-divisible groups, also our quasi-isogenies are rigid. Here we prove the case of local P-shtukas which is analogous to p-divisible groups. Like for abelian varieties, the case of global Gshtukas only holds in fixed finite characteristics. We will define quasi-isogenies between global G-shtukas in Section 2.2 and prove rigidity for them in Proposition 5.9.
Proposition 2.11 (Rigidity of quasi-isogenies for local P-shtukas). Let S be a scheme in Nilp F[[ζ]] and let j :S → S be a closed immersion defined by a sheaf of ideals I which is locally nilpotent. Let L and L ′ be two local P-shtukas over S. Then
is a bijection of sets.
Proof. This was proved in [HV11, Proposition 3.9] when P = G × F D for a constant split reductive group G over F. The proof carries over literally. Compare also Proposition 5.9.
Global G-Shtukas
Let F q be a finite field with q elements, let C be a smooth projective geometrically irreducible curve over F q , and let G be a parahoric group scheme over C as in the following Definition 2.12. A smooth affine group scheme G over C is called a parahoric (Bruhat-Tits) group scheme if (a) all geometric fibers of G are connected and the generic fiber of G is reductive over F q (C), (b) for any ramification point ν of G (i.e. those points ν of C, for which the fiber above ν is not reductive) the group scheme P ν := G × C Spec A ν is a parahoric group scheme over A ν , as defined by Bruhat and Tits [BT72, Définition 5.2.6]; see also [HR08] .
The relation to Section 2.1 is as follows. We are mainly interested in the case where
Proposition 2.13. Let P be a parahoric group scheme over 
Definition 2.14. A global G-shtuka G = (G, s 1 , . . . , s n , τ ) over an F q -scheme S is a tuple where
• s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ C(S) are F q -morphisms called the characteristic sections of G, and
Here Γ s i ⊂ C S denotes the graph of the morphism s i .
We write σ = id C ×σ S for the F q -Frobenius endomorphism σ S : S → S which acts as the identity on the points of S and as the q-power map on the structure sheaf. We denote the moduli stack of global G-shtukas by ∇ n H 1 (C, G). It is a stack fibered in groupoids over the category of F q -schemes. Sometimes we will fix the sections (s 1 , . . . , s n ) ∈ C n (S) and simply call G = (G, τ ) a global G-shtuka over S.
Although the definition of global G-shtukas makes sense also if G is just a smooth affine group scheme over C, we require that G is parahoric in [AH13, Theorem 3.14] where we prove that ∇ n H 1 (C, G) is an ind-algebraic stack over C n (in the sense of [AH13, Definition 3.13]) which is ind-separated and locally of ind-finite type. However, we will not use this result in the present article, as we will mainly focus on local P-shtukas, and the relation between individual global G-shtukas and local P-shtukas. For a thorough discussion how our global G-shtukas and their moduli spaces generalize similar concepts in the literature, we refer to the introduction and to [AH13, Remark 3.16].
There is also a notion of quasi-isogenies for global G-shtukas.
Definition 2.15. Consider a scheme S together with characteristic morphisms s i : S → C for i = 1, . . . , n and let G = (G, τ ) and G ′ = (G ′ , τ ′ ) be two global G-shtukas over S with the same characteristics
where D is some effective divisor on C. We denote the group of quasi-isogenies of G to itself by QIsog S (G).
Like for abelian varieties, rigidity of global G-shtukas only holds in fixed finite characteristics; see Proposition 5.9.
Tate Modules for Local P-Shtukas
In this chapter we assume that P is a smooth affine group scheme over D. For a scheme S ∈ Nilp
] be the sheaf of O S -algebras on S for the fpqc-topology whose ring of sections on an S-scheme Y is the ring of power series 
In analogy with p-divisible groups and abelian varieties, one can also assign a Galois representation to a givenétale local shtuka as follows. Assume that S is connected. Lets be a geometric point of S and let π 1 (S,s) denote the algebraic fundamental group of S ats. We define the (dual) 
Here the superscriptτ denotesτ -invariants. Sometimes also the notation H
Inverting z we also consider the rational (dual) Tate functoř
where FMod F((z))[π 1 (S,s)] denotes the category of F((z))[π 1 (S,s)]-modules which are finite over F((z)). The functorV − transforms quasi-isogenies into isomorphisms. 
The functor ρ * : H 1 (Spec F, L + P) → Vect D induces a functor from the category of local P-shtukas to the category of local shtukas which we likewise denote ρ * . This functor is also compatible with quasi-isogenies. , and whose morphisms are isomorphisms of functors. We define the (dual) Tate functoř T − , respectively the rational (dual) Tate functorV − as the functorš
ThatŤ − andV − are indeed tensor functors, follows from the fact that L → ρ * L is a tensor functor and
If L is anétale local P-shtuka then the composition of the tensor functorŤ L followed by the forgetful functor
by Corollary 2.9. Indeed, the base change Ls of L tos = Spec κ(s) is isomorphic to L 0 := (L + P)s, 1·σ * and the functor F •Ť L 0 is isomorphic to ω • . This yields a conjugacy class of isomorphisms Aut
Since every γ ∈ π 1 (S,s) acts as a tensor automorphism ofŤ L , the tensor functorŤ L corresponds to a conjugacy class of Galois representations π : 
The functoř V − from the category ofétale local P-shtukas over S with quasi-isogenies as morphisms to the category
Proof. To construct the functor which is quasi-inverse toŤ − we fix a tensor functor F in F unct
.20] and π 1 (S,s) acts as automorphisms of the fiber functor F • F, the functor F corresponds to a representation π :
) which depends on α up to conjugation in P. For each m ∈ N we let S m → S be the finiteétale Galois covering corresponding to the kernel of π 1 (S,s) 
A different isomorphism α gives a different local P-shtuka which is canonically isomorphic to L. This yields the quasi-inverse toŤ − .
To prove thatV − is fully faithful let
′ be an isomorphism of tensor functors. We consider the following functor
which sends an L + P-torsor L + to the tensor functor mapping the representation ρ to the
The morphism h S ′ inherits the descent datum coming from the fact that δ is defined over S, and hence it defines an isomorphism h :
Remark 3.7. If P is not a maximal parahoric subgroup of P the functorV − does not need to be an equivalence, not even onto the category of those tensor functors
For example let P be the Iwahori subgroup of GL 2 , that is,
) and hence the tensor functor
cannot come from a local P-shtuka over F(x). Note that such a representation π exists. If ϕ :
for example is a Drinfeld-F q [t]-module of rank 2 over F(x) without potential complex multiplication, then for almost all primes ν of F q [t] the Galois representation π ϕ,ν : G → GL 2 (A ν ) on the ν-adic Tate module of ϕ has this property by [PT06, Theorem A] or [PR09, Theorem 0.1]. For a concrete example let ϕ t = 1 − xτ + τ 2 and ν = (t). Then ϕ[t] = {y ∈ F(x) sep : y q 2 − xy q + y = 0}. If q = 2 it is easy to see that y 3 − xy + 1 is irreducible in F(x)[y] and has splitting field of degree 6 over F(x). This implies that π ϕ,(t) (G) = GL 2 (F 2 ). The reason for the failure ofV − to be an equivalence of course lies in the fact that the Drinfeld-module ϕ does not carry a level structure over F(x) whereas anyétale local P-shtuka for the above Iwahori group P carries a Γ 0 (ν)-level structure.
If P is a maximal parahoric subgroup of P we expect that it depends on the group P whetherV − is an equivalence. Namely, in the proof of Proposition 3.6, when we try to extend the construction of the quasi-inverse ofŤ − toV − we obtain a representation π 1 (S,s) → P (F((z))). ForV − to be an equivalence we need that up to conjugation this representation factors through P(F[[z]]). We know that π 1 (S,s) is a profinite group and hence compact. Therefore the image of the representation is contained in a maximal compact subgroup. So the question arises whether every maximal compact subgroup of P (F((z))) is conjugate to P(F[[z]]). This is true when P = GL r or SL r and in this caseV − is an equivalence.
But in general the answer may be negative for two reasons. First of all, although every maximal parahoric subgroup is maximally compact, the converse may fail. For example for P = PGL 2 the subgroup generated by the Iwahori subgroup { A ∈ PGL 2 (F[[z]]) : A ≡ * * 0 * mod z } and by 0 1 z 0 is maximally compact but not parahoric, because it is the stabilizer of the midpoint of an edge in the Bruhat-Tits tree of PGL 2 . This group contains the Iwahori subgroup with index 2. Secondly, not all maximal parahoric subgroups need to be conjugate, because they are the stabilizers of 0-simplices in the Bruhat-Tits building, but not all 0-simplices are conjugate in general. This occurs for example when P = Sp 2r .
The Rapoport-Zink Spaces for Local P-Shtukas
Rapoport and Zink constructed a moduli space for p-divisible groups together with a quasi-isogeny to a fixed one (and with some extra structure such as a polarization, endomorphisms, or a level structure). They proved that this moduli space is pro-representable by a formal scheme locally formally of finite type over Z p .
In this chapter we assume that P is a parahoric group scheme over D in the sense of [BT72, Définition 5.2.6] and [HR08] . We already mentioned that local P-shtukas behave analogously to p-divisible groups. However, this analogy is not perfect, unless we restrict to "bounded" local P-shtukas as the analogous objects corresponding to p-divisible groups. More precisely we bound the Hodge polygon of a local P-shtuka (L + ,τ ), that is, the relative position ofσ * L + and L + under the isomorphismτ ; see Definition 4.8(b) below. This is motivated by the fact that F -isocrystals and Dieudonné-modules also have bounded Hodge slopes. We will show that Rapoport-Zink spaces for bounded local P-shtukas are formal schemes locally formally of finite type over Spf F [[ζ] ]. When P is constant, i.e. P := G 0 × F D for a reductive group G 0 over F this was proved in [HV11, Theorem 6.3]. In the non-constant case for a parahoric group P over D we will give an axiomatic definition of the boundedness condition in Section 4.2. We start with the unbounded situation.
Unbounded Rapoport-Zink Spaces
Then T is a ζ-adic formal scheme withT = V T (ζ). So the underlying topological spaces ofT and T coincide. We let Nilp T be the category of T -schemes on which ζ is locally nilpotent.
Definition 4.1. With a given local P-shtuka L 0 over an F-schemeT we associate the functor
where L is a local P-shtuka
Here we say that (L,δ) and (
for g ∈ QIsogT (L 0 ). We will show that M L 0 is representable by an ind-scheme which we call an unbounded Rapoport-Zink space for local P-shtukas.
Remark 4.2. Note that by rigidity of quasi-isogenies (Proposition 2.11) the functor M L 0 is naturally isomorphic to the functor
where L is a local P-shtuka over S and δ : L S → L 0,S is a quasi-isogeny over S .
This also shows that id L is the only automorphism of (L, δ), and for this reason we do not need to consider M L 0 as a stack.
Remark 4.3. In order to show that M L 0 is representable by an ind-scheme we recall the definition of the affine flag variety Fℓ P . It is defined to be the f pqc-sheaf associated with the presheaf
on the category of F-algebras; compare Definition 2.1. Pappas and Rapoport [PR08, Theorem 1.4] show that Fℓ P is represented by an ind-scheme which is ind-quasi-projective over F, and hence ind-separated and of ind-finite type over F. Moreover, they show that the quotient morphism LP → Fℓ P admits sections locally for theétale topology. They proceed as follows. When P = SL r,D , the fpqc-sheaf Fℓ P is called the affine Grassmanian. Let us view the formal scheme
. We may form the fiber product Fℓ P, T := Fℓ P × F T in the category of ind-schemes (see [BD, 7.11 .1]). Note that this fiber product can be either viewed as the restriction of the sheaf Fℓ P to the fpqc-site of schemes in Nilp T or also as the formal completion of
Theorem 4.4. The functor M L 0 from Definition 4.1 is represented by an ind-scheme, ind-projective
, hence ind-separated and of ind-finite type over T .
represented by the ind-scheme Fℓ P, T := Fℓ P × F T .
Proof. We first assume that L 0 is trivialized by an isomorphism α. We regard
is independent of the choice of the trivialization, and since (L, δ)
is defined over S, it descends to a point x ∈ Fℓ P, T (S). Note in particular thatτ S ′ is determined by b and g ′ through the diagramσ
Conversely let x ∈ Fℓ P, T (S) for a scheme S in Nilp T . The projection morphism LP → Fℓ P admits local sections for theétale topology by [PR08, Theorem 1.4]. Consequently there is anétale covering S ′ → S such that x is represented by an element g ′ ∈ LP (S ′ ). We set
due to the cocycle condition for h. Moreover,τ ′ descends to an isomorphism
Note that this is well defined. Namely, if g ′ is replaced byg ′ with
and hence left multiplication with u ′ descends to an isomorphism L ∼ −→ L over S. This establishes the last statement of the theorem.
To prove the first assertion we may choose anétale coveringT ′ →T and a trivialization α :
and T ′′ := T ′ × T T ′ , and let pr i : T ′′ → T ′ be the projection onto the i-th factor. By what we have proved above, we obtain an isomorphism
Note that Fℓ P, T ′ is an ind-scheme which is ind-projective over T ′ by Remark 4.3. Over T ′′ there is an isomorphism
It is given by left multiplication on pr
We write Fℓ P = lim
P . There is a line bundle F on Fℓ P which is "ample" in the sense that its restriction to any Fℓ (N ) P is ample, and which is equivariant for the L + Paction by left multiplication, i.e. "L + P-linearized" in the sense of [MFK94, Definition 1.6]. For example one can take a faithful representation P ֒→ SL r,D with quasi-affine quotient (Proposition 2.13(a)), take the fundamental line bundles L i on Fℓ SL r from [Fal03, p. 46], take F as the pullback of a tensor product of strictly positive powers of the L i , see [Fal03, p. 54] , and take the Fℓ (N ) P as the preimages in Fℓ P of the Schubert varieties in Fℓ SLr . Then (4.1) defines a descent datum on the pair (Fℓ 
is an ind-projective ind-scheme overT .
Bounded Local P-Shtukas
We want to introduce boundedness conditions for local P-shtukas. Due to the problem discussed in Example 4.14 below we will base our boundedness conditions on an axiomatic definition of "bounds". For this purpose we fix an algebraic closure F((ζ)) alg of F((ζ)). Since its ring of integers is not complete we prefer to work with finite extensions of discrete valuation rings
For such a ring R we denote by κ R its residue field, and we let Nilp R be the category of R-schemes on which ζ is locally nilpotent. We also set Fℓ P,R := Fℓ P × F Spf R and
. Before we can define "bounds" we need to make the following observations.
be an equivalence class of closed ind-subschemesẐ R ⊂ Fℓ P,R and consider the group
We define the ring of definition RẐ ofẐ as the intersection of the fixed field of GẐ in F((ζ)) alg with all the finite extensions
] over which a representativeẐ R ofẐ exists.
Let us give some explanations for this definition.
Remark 4.6 (about Definition 4.5(a)). Consider an ind-scheme structure on Fℓ P given as an inductive limit Fℓ P = lim
ind-subscheme, such thatẐ R is the ind-scheme theoretic image ofẐ R in Fℓ P,R . Indeed, in terms of the ideal sheaves
The latter equality follows from the commutative diagram
in which the rows are exact and the vertical morphisms are injective because R/R and R are finite free R-modules. It follows that two closed ind-subschemesẐ R ⊂ Fℓ P,R andẐ ′ R ′ ⊂ Fℓ P,R ′ are equivalent if and only
alg containing R and R ′ .
Another consequence is, that a morphism f : S → Fℓ P,R for S ∈ Nilp R factors throughẐ R if and only if the morphism f × id R : S × R Spf R → Fℓ P, R factors throughẐ R . Indeed, this can be checked by the vanishing of the ideals f * I m , respectively (f × id R ) * I m , using the injectivity
(c) We let R GẐ := {x ∈ R : γ(x) = x for all γ ∈ GẐ }. It equals the intersection of R with the fixed
equals the ring of integers O K in the fixed field K of GẐ inside the separable closure F((
To prove this we use the fact from field theory, that F((
is contained in Frac(R) and that this is a separable extension. In particular Frac(R) ⊂ F((
(f) We conclude from (e) that the ring of definition ofẐ may be computed as follows. We choose a finite extension R ⊂ F((ζ)) alg of F[[ζ]] over which a representativeẐ R ofẐ exists, and for which i(R) is minimal. Then RẐ = R GẐ . Moreover, let R be the ring of integers in the normal closure of Frac(R) over F((ζ)). Then i( R) = i(R) and therefore Frac( R) is Galois over Frac(RẐ ) with Galois group Aut
(g) We do not know whether in generalẐ has a representativeẐ RẐ over the ring of definition RẐ , although this is true in many cases; see our Examples 4.12 to 4.14.
(h) Note that our Definition 4.5(b) is a direct translation of the analogous situation over number fields, taking the inseparability problem into account. Namely in the number field case one considers cocharacters µ :
for a reductive group G over Q p , and one considers a conjugacy 
The field of definition E µ is automatically contained in every field over which a representative of C(µ) exists. Our above discussion applies mutatis mutandis. If the group G is quasi-split over E µ , Kottwitz [Kot84, Lemma 1.1.3] proved that C(µ) has a representative over E µ .
After these preparatory observations we finally come to the announced Definition 4.8. (a) We define a bound to be an equivalence classẐ := [Ẑ R ] of closed ind-subschemeŝ Z R ⊂ Fℓ P,R , such that all the ind-subschemesẐ R are stable under the left L + P-action on Fℓ P , and the special fibers Z R :=Ẑ R × Spf R Spec κ R are quasi-compact subschemes of Fℓ P × F Spec κ R . The ring of definition RẐ ofẐ is called the reflex ring ofẐ. Since the Galois descent for closed ind-subschemes of Fℓ P is effective, the Z R arise by base change from a unique closed subscheme Z ⊂ Fℓ P × F κ RẐ . We call Z the special fiber of the boundẐ. It is a projective scheme over κ RẐ by Remark 4.3 and [HV11, Lemma 5.4], which implies that every morphism from a quasi-compact scheme to an ind-projective ind-scheme factors through a projective subscheme.
(b) LetẐ be a bound with reflex ring RẐ . Let L + and L ′ + be L + P-torsors over a scheme S in Nilp RẐ and let δ : L ∼ −→ L ′ be an isomorphism of the associated LP -torsors. We consider anétale covering S ′ → S over which trivializations α :
Then the automorphism α ′ • δ • α −1 of (LP ) S ′ corresponds to a morphism S ′ → LP × F Spf RẐ . We say that δ is bounded byẐ if for any such trivialization and for all finite extensions R of F[[ζ]] over which a representativeẐ R ofẐ exists the induced morphism
factors throughẐ R . Furthermore we say that a local P-shtuka (L + ,τ ) is bounded byẐ if the isomorphismτ is bounded byẐ.
Remark In Examples 4.12 to 4.14 below we discuss the motivation for this definition and the relation to other boundedness conditions like in [HV11] . Note that the definition of "bounds" given above suffices for our purposes in this article and in [AH13] . For other purposes one may need more restrictive hypotheses on bounds; see for example [HV14] .
Remark 4.10. Let the ind-scheme structure on Fℓ P be given as the limit Fℓ P = lim −→ Fℓ (m) P and the one on Fℓ P,R as Fℓ P,R = lim
This means thatẐ R is a "reasonable formal scheme" over Spf R in the sense of [BD, 7. 11.1 and 7.12.17], and hence a formal scheme in the sense of [EGA, I new ].
Proposition 4.11. LetẐ be a bound with reflex ring RẐ. Let L + and L ′ + be L + P-torsors over a scheme S ∈ Nilp RẐ and let δ : L ∼ −→ L ′ be an isomorphism of the associated LP -torsors. Then the condition that δ is bounded byẐ is represented by a closed subscheme of S.
Proof. We consider a representativeẐ R of the boundẐ over a finite extension RẐ ⊂ R ⊂ F((ζ)) alg .
As in Definition 4.8 we consider trivializations of L + and L ′ + over anétale covering S ′ → S and the induced morphism S ′ × RẐ Spf R → LP × F Spf R → Fℓ P,R . Due to the L + P-invariance ofẐ R the closed subscheme S ′ × F ℓ P,RẐ R of S ′ descends to a closed subscheme of S. By Remark 4.9 this closed subscheme represents the boundedness byẐ.
Example 4.12. Let P be the generic fiber of P over Spec F((z)) and consider the base change P L of P to L = F alg ((z)). Let A be a maximal split torus in P L and let T be its centralizer. Since F alg is algebraically closed, P L is quasi-split and so T is a maximal torus in P L . Let N = N (T ) be the normalizer of T and let T 0 be the identity component of the Néron model of
The Iwahori-Weyl group associated with A is the quotient group
By [HR08, Proposition 8] there is a bijection
Let ω ∈ W P \ W / W P and let F ω be the fixed field in F alg of {γ ∈ Gal(F alg /F) : γ(ω) = ω}. We show that ω has a representative g ω ∈ LP (F ω ). Indeed, let g ∈ LP (F alg ) be any representative of ω and let γ be the F ω -Frobenius which generates Gal(F alg /F ω ). Since γ(ω) = ω there are elements b 1 , b 2 ∈ L + P(F alg ) with γ(g) = b We define the Schubert variety S(ω) associated with ω as the ind-scheme theoretic closure of the L + P-orbit of g ω in Fℓ P × F F ω . It is a reduced projective variety over F ω . For further details see [PR08] and [Ric13a] . The equivalence class ofẐ 
connected reductive group G over F. In this case W P = W 0 and W P \ W / W P = X * (T ), and any element µ ∈ X * (T ) has a representative over F µ = F. If µ ∈ X * (T ) one could consider the bound
] as in Example 4.12 above.
However, in [HV11] we proceeded differently and instead fixed a Borel subgroup B of G and its opposite Borel B. We considered a finite generating system Λ of the monoid of dominant weights X * (T ) dom , and for all λ ∈ Λ the Weyl module V λ := Ind .) The isomorphism δ of the associated LP -torsors corresponds to an isomorphism ρ λ * δ :
and if for all geometric pointss of S the image of the isomorphism δs ats under the isomorphism (4.2) has the same image in π 1 (G) than µ. Note that the more important casez = z − ζ is useful to define bounds on local P-shtukas, while the casez = z is only useful to define bounds on quasi-isogenies between local P-shtukas. In that sense the bound
] from Example 4.12, which corresponds tõ z = z, is not the right one to define bounds on local P-shtukas. Further note that in casez = z − ζ the termz − (−λ) dom ,µ in (4.3) can be viewed as the image under (−λ) dom :
LG(S) → LG m (S) of the element µ(z − ζ) −1 ∈ LG(S), which itself is the image of
In terms of Definition 4.8 the boundedness condition (4.3) can be described as follows. Consider the universal matrix M ∈ L GL(V λ )(S λ ) over the ind-scheme
. Let S λ be the closed ind-subscheme of S λ defined by the condition that the matrixz ( 
, and letẐ
Let µ # ∈ π 1 (G) be the image of µ in the fundamental group π 1 (G) and let ( Fℓ P ) µ # be the connected component of Fℓ P corresponding to µ # under the isomorphism π 0 ( Fℓ P ) ∼ = π 1 (G); see [ . This already indicates that it is reasonable to consider boundedness in terms of closed ind-subschemes of Fℓ P . Note that here also forz = z − ζ the boundẐ only depends on µ and the class of modules considered (Weyl modules, etc.). This is no longer true if P is parahoric as one sees from the next example.
Example 4.14. We discuss a special case of Example 4.12. Assume that char F q = 2 and set K := F q ((z)). Let E := K[y]/(y 2 −z) be the ramified quadratic field extension with y 2 = z. Let T be the one dimensional torus ker(N E/K :
, with the multiplication (a, b) * (c, d) = (ac + bdz, ad + bc). Sending a → 1 2 (t + t −1 ) and b → 1 2y (t −1 − t) defines an isomorphism G m,E = Spec E[t, t −1 ] ∼ = T E which we will use in the sequel to identify X * (T ) := X * (T E ) with Z. Here the finite Weyl group W 0 = (1) is trivial and the inertia group I = Gal(E/K) = {1, γ} acts on X * (T ) = Z via γ(µ) = −µ. Therefore W = X * (T ) I = Z/2Z.
Consider the Néron-model T = ker(N
. Its special fiber has two connected components distinguished by a ≡ 1 or −1 mod z. Therefore the connected component of identity of T is
where a = 1 + za ′ . In particular (−1, 0) / ∈ T 0 F q ((z)) . We take P as the group scheme T 0 over
Here F = F q andσ = σ is the q-Frobenius. By [HR08, Lemma 5 and its proof] the group T 0 is the unique parahoric group scheme with generic fiber T .
In this example the isomorphism (4.2) is given by the Kottwitz map κ T : LT (F alg q ) → X * (T ) I , see [Kot85, 2.5]. Its inverse associates with each element of X * (T ) I aσ-conjugacy class in LT (F alg q ). For example if we takeμ = 1 ∈ X * (T ) I = Z/2Z one has to choose a lift µ ∈ X * (T E ). If we choose µ = 1 then withμ = 1 it associates
Theσ-conjugacy class given by (−1, 0) is independent of the choice of µ and of the uniformizer y (and of E) by [Kot85, 2.5]. The Schubert variety S(μ) forμ = 1 from Example 4.12 therefore equals
However, as we have mentioned in the discussion after equation (4.3), the bound
] is only useful to bound quasi-isogenies between local P-shtukas. Instead we want to define a bound [Ẑ R ] which is useful to bound local P-shtukas, and whose fiber Z R :=Ẑ R × Spf R Spec κ R over κ R equals the Schubert variety S(μ) × Fq Spec κ R ⊂ Fℓ × Fq Spec κ R . In Example 4.13 we were able to achieve this by lifting µ(z) ∈ LG(F q ) to an element
see the discussion after (4.3). This is not possible here. We can only lift (−1, 0) over the ramified extension
alg of this isomorphism, set ξ := i(y) and lift N E/K (µ(y)) to g(E, µ, i) :=
with γ(y) = −y and γ| Fq((ξ)) = id. Then
Thus, as a lift of (−1, 0) we get
This shows that we can define the desired bound bŷ
However, this bound depends on the choice of µ and of the embedding i. We first compute how g(E, µ, i) depends on the chosen embedding i. For this purpose we compute
. Changing i to i • γ replaces ξ by −ξ and we have
This also shows what happens if we replace µ ∈ X * (T E ) = Z by another lift ofμ ∈ Z/2Z, i.e.
Observe that
. So the element g(E, 1, γ • i) does not lie in the closure of the subscheme
In particular the boundsẐ µ,i :
] depend on the chosen embedding i : E ֒→ F q ((ζ)) alg and on the lift µ ∈ X * (T ) ofμ ∈ X * (T ) I . For this reason we decided to treat bounds axiomatically in Definition 4.8. Our discussion also shows that the reflex ring of the boundẐ µ,i is
Representability of the Bounded Rapoport-Zink Functor
Let P denote the generic fiber of P and let b ∈ LP (k) for some field k ∈ Nilp Here D is the diagonalizable pro-algebraic group over k((z)) with character group Q. The slope homomorphism is characterized by assigning the slope filtration of
We assume that b ∈ LP (k) satisfies a decency equation for a positive integer s, that is, Remark 4.16. With the element b ∈ LP (k) one can associate a connected algebraic group J b over F((z)) which is defined by its functor of points that assigns to an F((z))-algebra R the group
Let b satisfy a decency equation for the integer s and let F s be the fixed field ofσ s in k((z)). Then ν b is defined over F s and J b × F((z)) F s is the centralizer of the 1-parameter subgroup sν b of P and hence a Levi subgroup of P Fs ; see [RZ96, Corollary 1.9]. In particular J b (F((z))) ⊂ P (F s ) ⊂ LP (ℓ) where ℓ is the finite field extension of F of degree s.
In the remaining part of the chapter we consider the bounded Rapoport-Zink functor and prove that it is pro-representable by a formal scheme in the following important special situation. LetẐ be a bound with reflex ring RẐ = κ[[ξ]] and special fiber Z ⊂ Fℓ P × F Spec κ ; see Definition 4.8. Let L 0 = (L + P, bσ * ) be a trivialized local P-shtuka over a field k in Nilp (b) We define the associated affine Deligne-Lusztig variety over ℓ as the reduced closed ind-subscheme X Z (b) ⊂ Fℓ P × F Spec ℓ whose K-valued points (for any field extension K of ℓ) are given by
If ω ∈ W and Z = S(ω) is the Schubert variety from Example 4.12, we set X ω (b) := X S(ω) (b). 
Proof of Theorem 4.18. The proof will use a sequence of lemmas and will eventually be complete after 
We take a representation ι : P → SL r,D =: H with quasi-affine quotient H/P; see Proposition 2.13(a). It induces a 1-morphism
⊕r . Let ρ ∨ be the half-sum of all positive coroots of H with respect to the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices in H = SL r .
For each non-negative integer n ∈ N 0 let M n be the closed ind-subscheme of MẐ L 0 defined by the following sub functor of
where L = (L + ,τ ) and where we say that H 1 (ι)(δ) is bounded by 2nρ ∨ if for all j = 1, . . . , r 
is a locally closed subscheme of Fℓ For each non-negative integer n we define the following sub functor of MẐ L 0
This functor is represented by an ind-scheme M n which is the formal completion of MẐ L 0 along the quasi-compact closed subscheme (M n ) red .
Lemma 4.21. M n is a formal scheme formally of finite type over Spf ℓ [[ξ] ].
To prove the lemma we need to start with the following definition. 
be as in the above definition. The pull back functor defines an equivalence between the category of local P-shtukas over Spec R bounded byẐ and the category of local P-shtukas over Spf R bounded byẐ.
there is an integer e ∈ N such that ξ e = 0 on R. where Fℓ
This implies that L SL (n)
r,D , and hence also
r,D is an infinite dimensional affine scheme over F. By Remark 4.7(f) we may choose a representativeẐ R ⊂ Fℓ P, R of the boundẐ over a finite
with Frac( R) Galois over Frac(RẐ ). By Remark 4.9 the boundedness byẐ can be checked usingẐ R . Since Z R,e :=Ẑ R × Spf R Spec R/(ξ e ) has the same underlying topological space as
As one sees from the following diagram
The latter corresponds to a morphism b ∞ : Spec R ′ → LP (n) . This gives the local P-shtuka ((L + P) R ′ , b ∞σ * ) over Spec R ′ bounded byẐ, which carries a descent datum from the L m and hence induces a local P-shtuka over Spec R.
Let us come back to the
Proof of Lemma 4.21. For each m ≥ n let M m n be the formal completion of M m along (M n ) red . It is an adic formal scheme over ℓ [[ξ] ]. Let U be an affine open subscheme of (M n ) red . This defines an affine open formal subscheme Spf R m of M m n with underlying set U . Let R be the inverse limit of the projective system R m+1 → R m and let a m ⊂ R denote the ideal such that R m = R/a m . Let J be the inverse image in R of the largest ideal of definition in R n . We want to show that R is J-adic. We make the following Claim. For any integer c > 0 there is an integer m 0 such that for any m ≥ m 0 the natural map
To prove the claim let L m be the universal local P-shtuka over Spf R m . Consider the local P-shtuka (L m ) m over Spf R and its pullback over Spf R/J c . The latter comes from a local P-shtuka L over Spec R/J c ∈ Nilp ℓ[[ξ]] by Lemma 4.23. By rigidity of quasi-isogenies the quasi-isogeny δ n over R/J = R n /J lifts to a quasi-isogeny δ over R/J c . Since Spec R/J c is quasi-compact, the quasi-isogeny H 1 (ι)(δ) satisfies condition (4.5) for some m 0 , that is, it is bounded by 2m 0 ρ ∨ . By the universal property of M m 0 n the tuple (L, δ) induces a morphism R m 0 → R/J c making the following diagram commutative, from which the claim follows
The claim implies that the chain a n + J c ⊇ a n+1 + J c ⊇ . . . ⊇ a i + J c ⊇ . . . stabilizes. Now set J c := i a i + J c = a m + J c for m ≫ 0 and consider the descending chain J 1 ⊇ J 2 ⊇ . . .. Note that
it is a finitely generated R-module. Therefore M n is a locally noetherian adic formal scheme over Spf ℓ[ From now on we use that L 0 is decent with the integer s. In the sequel we consider points x ∈ MẐ L 0 (K) for varying field extensions K of ℓ. For two points x := (L, δ) and
By the definition of "being bounded by 2nρ ∨ " in (4.5) we conclude that if x ′′ ∈ MẐ L 0 (K) is a third point thend(x, x ′′ ) ≤d(x, x ′ ) +d(x ′ , x ′′ ). Moreover, in the situation where δ = g and δ ′ = g ′ for g, g ′ ∈ LP (K), as well as
Although we will not use this, note thatd is a metric on MẐ L 0 . This follows from the fact that (4.5) for n = 0 together with Cramer's rule implies that H 1 (ι)(δ 
Proof. This is just a reformulation of [RZ99, Theorem 1.4 and Subsection 2.1] taking into account that by functorial properties of Bruhat-Tits buildings (see [Lan00] ) the representation ι induces an injective isometric map of Bruhat-Tits buildings B(P ) → B(H).
Lemma 4.25. There is an integer
After replacing K by a separable field extension, we take a trivialization (L + , δ) ∼ = ((L + P) K , hσ * , g) with δ = g ∈ LP (K) and h = g −1 bσ * (g). Since the local P-shtuka ((L + P) K , hσ * ) is bounded byẐ and Z is quasi-compact by definition of the boundedness condition (see Definition 4.8), we haved(g, bσ * (g)) = min{n ∈ N 0 : H 1 (ι)(h) is bounded by 2nρ
is projective over ℓ by Lemma 4.20, this union is finite. Let U r n be the open formal sub-scheme of M n whose underlying reduced set is M n Z r n . We claim that the chain U r n ֒→ U r n+1 ֒→ . . . of open formal sub-schemes of M n stabilizes. By the definition of M n it is enough to verify this on the underlying set of points. Suppose that there is some element x ∈ U r n+1 U r n . By Lemma 4.25 there exists a y ∈ MẐ L 0 (ℓ) such thatd(x, y)
(4.7)
Therefore, if n ≥ r + d 0 thend((L 0 , id), x) ≤ n and x ∈ M n which is a contradiction. Consequently there is no such x.
Let U r = n U r n (which equals U r n for n ≥ r + d 0 ). Note that every point x of MẐ L 0 lies in the union of the U r s. Indeed, ifd (L 0 , id), x < r − d 0 for some r, then x is contained in U r , because otherwise there is a y ∈ MẐ L 0 (ℓ) withd(x, y) ≤ d 0 andd (L 0 , id), y ≥ r, a contradiction. Now consider the chain
of open immersions of formal schemes formally of finite type, note that U r is open in MẐ L 0 . Indeed the underlying topological space of U r is open in M n for every n and the ind-scheme MẐ L 0 carries the limit topology of the limit over the M n . This shows that the formal scheme U r equals the formal completion of the open ind-scheme MẐ L 0 | |U r | of MẐ L 0 supported on |U r | along the whole set |U r | and thus
Since U r is locally formally of finite type this implies that MẐ L 0 = r U r is locally formally of finite type as well. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.18
Corollary 4.26. The irreducible components of the topological space MẐ L 0 are projective schemes over ℓ. In particular they are quasi-compact.
Proof. Let T be an irreducible component and let x be its generic point. As in the proof of the theorem there is an r such that x ∈ U r = U r r+d 0 ⊂ M r+d 0 . Since the underlying topological spaces of M r+d 0 and M r+d 0 coincide, are closed in MẐ L 0 , and projective over ℓ by Lemma 4.20, we see that T ⊂ M r+d 0 is a closed subscheme and the corollary follows.
In the rest of this section we fix an integer n and consider complete discrete valuation rings
. . , n with finite residue fields F i , and fraction fields Q i = F i ((z i )). Let P i be a parahoric group scheme over Spec 
is a formal scheme locally formally of finite type over Spf
be a subgroup which is discrete for the product of the z i -adic topologies. We say that Γ is separated if it is separated in the profinite topology, that is, if for every 1 = g ∈ Γ there is a normal subgroup of finite index that does not contain g.
is a locally noetherian, adic formal algebraic Spf k[[ξ]]-stack locally formally of finite type. Moreover, the
is adic andétale.
Here we say that a formal algebraic Spf k[[ξ]]-stack X (see [Har05, Definition A.5] ) is J -adic for a sheaf of ideals J ⊂ O X , if for some (any) presentation X → X the formal scheme X is J O X -adic, that is, J r O X is an ideal of definition of X for all r. We then call J an ideal of definition of X . We say that X is locally formally of finite type if X is locally noetherian, adic, and if the closed substack defined by the largest ideal of definition (see [Har05, A.7] ) is an algebraic stack locally of finite type over Spec k. Before proving the above proposition let us state the following lemma. Recall that (also an infinite dimensional) scheme is quasi-compact if and only if it is a finite union of affine schemes. Further recall that every morphism from a quasi-compact scheme to an ind-projective ind-scheme factors through a projective subscheme by [HV11, Lemma 5.4].
, where L i is a trivialized local P i -shtuka over k alg and the quasi-isogeny g i : L i → L i is given by an element g i ∈ LP i (k alg ). By [PR08, Theorem 1.4] the projection LP i → Fℓ P i admits sections locally for theétale topology, and henceétale locally on Fℓ P i the loop group LP i is isomorphic to the product Fℓ P i × F i L + P i . In particular, by [EGA, IV 2 , Proposition 2.7.1] the projection
U → U is an affine morphism of schemes and therefore U :
Since the Fℓ P i are ind-projective ind-schemes also i Fℓ P i is. Therefore (4.8) factors through some projective subscheme
is the projection of γ onto the i-th factor. Then ( g i , γ i g i ) i ∈ U × U and the image of γ under the projection map π : i LP i → i Fℓ P i lies in the finite set V (ℓ). Thus γ lies in the compact set
On the other hand Γ is discrete and thus has finite intersection with S. 
Therefore Lemma 4.20 implies that B(x i , c) is a projective scheme over Spec ℓ. In particular the set of ℓ-valued points B(x i , c)(ℓ) is finite. Thus for all n ≥ 2d the subscheme
is open in B(x i , n + d) and quasi-compact. Note that for n ≥ 3d all U 2d n (x i ) coincide with U 2d 3d (x i ) by an argument similar to (4.7). Since (MẐ
B(x i , n + d) carries the limit topology, the subscheme
) red is open and quasi-compact. By Lemma 4.25 the union of the U 2d (x i ) for 
is an open immersion. Let V x be the (finite) union of the images of these morphisms
etale quotient of V x and the map γ∈Γ γU x → (Γ ′ x \Γ)\V x is adic andétale. Therefore the morphism and the corresponding quotients cannot be formal algebraic spaces.
5 The Relation Between Global G-Shtukas and Local P-Shtukas
Preliminaries on G-Torsors
In Section 5.1 we only assume that G is a smooth affine group scheme over C. Let ν ∈ C be a closed point of C and set C ′ := C {ν}. We let H 1 e (C ′ , G) denote the category fibered in groupoids over the category of F q -schemes, such that H 1 e (C ′ , G)(S) is the full subcategory of [C ′ S /G](C ′ S ) consisting of those G-torsors over C ′ S that can be extended to a G-torsor over the whole relative curve C S . We denote bẏ ( ) the restriction morphism( ) :
which assigns to a G-torsor G over C S the G-torsorĠ := G × C S C ′ S over C ′ S . Let P ν := Res Fν /Fq P ν and P ν := Res Fν /Fq P ν be the Weil restrictions. Then P ν is a smooth affine group scheme over Spec
We apply Definition 2.2 for F = F q and letˆ
] for a uniformizer z ∈ F q (C). Then for every F q -algebra R we have
This implies that
] × Fq S and corresponds by Proposition 2.4 to an L + P ν -torsor over S which we denote L + ν (G). We obtain the morphism
Finally there is a morphism
which sends the G-torsorĠ over C ′ S , having some extension
We claim that L ν (G) is independent of the extension G, and that we therefore may write L ν (Ġ) := L(L + ν (G)). Indeed, let G ′ be a second extension ofĠ and let f :Ġ ∼ −→Ġ ′ be an isomorphism of G-torsors over C ′ S . Without loss of generality S = Spec R is affine. We choose anétale covering Spec R → C S over which trivializations α :
The ν-adic completion morphism gives the following cartesian diagram of formal schemes
in which the equality in the top row follows from the uniqueness of theétale covering of Spf A ν × Fq S with given fiber modulo ν = (z); see [SGA 1, Théorème I.5.5]. The completionα of α is an isomor-
] and the trivial formalP ν -torsor
For the base change
]we obtain an isomorphism
which under Proposition 2.4 corresponds to an isomorphism
We also have the analogous isomorphism for
which inherits the descent datum from f and defines the desired isomorphism
. This proves our claim that L ν (G) is independent of the extension G. We write
Lemma 5.1. The above maps assign to each G-torsor
is equivalent to the category of such triples. In other words, the following diagram of groupoids is cartesian
Proof. This follows from the glueing result of Beauville and Laszlo [BL95] . Let us give more details. We construct the inverse of the morphism
Over an F q -scheme S we consider S-valued pointsĠ ∈ H 1 e (C ′ , G)(S) and
. Let G be an extension ofĠ to C S . By Proposition 2.4 there is anétale covering S ′ → S and trivializations α :
S ′ of the pullbacks to S ′ . We may assume that S ′ is the disjoint union of affine schemes of the form Spec R ′ . 
] which is determined by the section
The latter induces a trivialization β :
and thus induces an automorphism ψ of
We descend G ′ to C S as follows. Let S ′′ = S ′ × S S ′ and let p i : S ′′ → S ′ be the projection onto the i-th factor. Consider the element h :
induces a descent datum on G ′ which is effective by [BLR90, §6.2, Theorem 7] because G ′ is affine over C S ′ . Thus G ′ descends to a G-torsor G ∈ H 1 (C, G)(S). This defines the inverse morphism and finishes the proof.
The Global-Local Functor
Analogously to the functor which assigns to an abelian variety A over a Z p -scheme its p-divisible group A[p ∞ ] we introduce a global-local functor from global G-shtukas to local P ν i -shtukas. But whereas abelian varieties only have one characteristic place, our global G-shtukas have n characteristic places ν = (ν 1 , . . . , ν n ). So the global-local functor will assign to each global G-shtuka of characteristic ν an n-tuple of local P ν i -shtukas. We begin with a Remark 5.2. Let ν be a place on C and let D ν := Spec A ν andD ν := Spf A ν . Let deg ν := [F ν : F q ] and fix an inclusion F ν ⊂ A ν . Assume that we have a section s : S → C which factors through Spf A ν , that is, the image in O S of a uniformizer of A ν is locally nilpotent. In this case we havê
where we writeD ν,S :=D ν × Fν S and where we denote by V(a ν,ℓ ) the component identified by the ideal a ν,ℓ = a ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ s * (a) q ℓ : a ∈ F ν . Note that σ cyclically permutes these components and thus the F ν -Frobenius σ deg ν =:σ leaves each of the components V(a ν,ℓ ) stable. Also note that there are canonical isomorphisms V(a ν,ℓ ) ∼ =D ν,S for all ℓ.
Although we will not need it in the sequel, we note the following interpretation of the component V(a ν,0 ). Lemma 5.3. The section s : S → C induces an isomorphism of the component V(a ν,0 ) with the formal completion C S Γs of C S along the graph Γ s of s. In particular C S Γs is canonically isomorphic toD ν,S .
Proof. We first consider the formal completion C Aν Γs of C Aν along the graph Γs of the morphism s : Spec A ν → C. Let Spec A ⊂ C be a neighborhood of ν such that a uniformizing parameter z of C at ν lies in A. Then I = (a ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ a : a ∈ A) ⊂ A ⊗ Fq A ν is the ideal defining Γs and
The module I/I 2 is free of rank one over A ν = (A ⊗ Fq A ν )/I since C is a smooth curve over F q . We claim that I/I 2 is generated by
be the minimal polynomial of a over F q (z), and multiply it with the least common denominator to obtain the polynomial
we use the abbreviations ζ := 1 ⊗ z and α := 1 ⊗ a and we consider the two-variable Taylor expansion of F at (α, ζ)
Plugging in a ⊗ 1 for X yields F (a ⊗ 1, z ⊗ 1) = 0 in addition to F (α, ζ) = 0. Since A is unramified over Definition 5.4. Fix a tuple ν := (ν i ) i=1...n of places on C with ν i = ν j for i = j. Let A ν be the completion of the local ring O C n ,ν of C n at the closed point ν, and let F ν be the residue field of the point ν. Then F ν is the compositum of the fields F ν i inside F alg q , and A ν ∼ = F ν [[ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n ]] where ζ i is a uniformizing parameter of C at ν i . Let the stack
be the formal completion of the stack ∇ n H 1 (C, G) along ν ∈ C n . Although we will not need it in this article, the reader should note that ∇ n H 1 (C, G) is an ind-algebraic stack over Spf A ν which is ind-separated and locally of ind-finite type by [AH13, Theorem 3.14]. Set P ν i := G × C Spec A ν i and P ν i := G × C Spf A ν i . Let (G, s 1 , . . . , s n , τ ) ∈ ∇ n H 1 (C, G) ν (S), that is, s i : S → C factors through Spf A ν i . By Remark 5.2 we may decompose Note that Γ ν i and Γ also transform quasi-isogenies into quasi-isogenies, as can be seen by tracing through the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Remark 5.5. Consider the preimages in V(a ν i ,ℓ ) of the graphs Γ s j ⊂ C S of s j . Since ν i = ν j for i = j the preimage of Γ s j is empty for j = i. Also the preimage of Γ s i equals V(a ν i ,0 ) and does not meet V(a ν i ,ℓ ) for ℓ = 0. Thus for ℓ = 0 the restriction of τ to V(a ν i ,ℓ ) is an isomorphism Remark 5.6. Note that in a similar way one can associate a local P ν -shtuka L + ν (G) with a global G-shtuka G = (G, τ ) at a place ν outside the characteristic places ν i . Namely L + ν (G) is the local P ν -shtuka associated with Res Fν /Fq G × C S (Spf A ν × Fq S) by Proposition 2.4. It isétale because τ is an isomorphism at ν. We call L + ν (G) theétale local P ν -shtuka associated with G at the place ν / ∈ ν. In [AH13, Chapter 6] it will become useful for considerations of Tate-modules (Definition 3.5).
For this purpose we write A ν ∼ = F ν [[z] ]. For every representation ρ : P ν → GL r,Aν in Rep Aν P ν we consider the representationρ ∈ Rep This will be used in [AH13, Chapter 6]. If F ν ⊂ O S there also exists the decomposition (5.1) and we can associate a local P ν -shtuka L with L + ν (G). The main difference to Definition 5.4 and Remark 5.5 is that there is no distinguished component of G × C S (Spf A ν × Fq S), like the one given by the characteristic section at ν i . But τ induces isomorphisms between all components as in (5.3). Therefore we may take any component and the associated local P ν -shtuka L. Equation (5.4) shows that over F ν -schemes S we obtain an equivalence between the category ofétale local P ν -shtukas and the category ofétale local P ν -shtukas. Since all fibers of P ν = G × C D ν are connected, Corollary 2.9 applies also toétale local P ν -shtukas. There is also a canonical isomorphism of Tate functorsŤ L =Ť L + ν (G) ; compare [BH11, Proposition 8.5] for more details. Like abelian varieties also global G-shtukas can be pulled back along quasi-isogenies of their associated local P-shtukas as follows.
allows to recover f from j * f and this proves the bijectivity.
If ν / ∈ ν we take a subset D ⊂ C which does not contain ν. Chasing through the diagram again shows that f is an isomorphism at ν if and only if j * f is an isomorphism at ν.
The Analog of the Serre-Tate Theorem
The Serre-Tate Theorem relates the deformation theory of an abelian variety in characteristic p with the deformation theory of the associated p-divisible group. In this section we introduce the analogous situation over function fields and prove the analogous theorem relating the deformation theory of a global G-shtuka to the deformation theory of the associated n-tuple of local P ν i -shtukas via the global-local functor.
Let S be in Nilp Aν and let j :S → S be a closed subscheme defined by a locally nilpotent sheaf of ideals I. LetḠ be a global G-shtuka in ∇ n H 1 (C, G) ν (S). The category Def o S (Ḡ) of lifts ofḠ to S consists of all pairs (G, α : j * G ∼ −→Ḡ) where G belongs to ∇ n H 1 (C, G) ν (S), where α is an isomorphism of global G-shtukas overS, and where morphisms are isomorphisms between the G's that are compatible with the α's.
Similarly for a local P-shtukaL in Sht D P (S) we define the category of lifts Def o S (L) ofL to S. Notice that according to the rigidity of quasi-isogenies (Propositions 5.9 and 2.11) all Hom-sets in these categories contain at most one element. by sending (L i ,α i : j * L i →L i ) i to (G,τ • j * γ). The quasi-isogeny α :=τ • j * γ is an isomorphism outside the graphs of the s i by construction, and also at these graphs because Γ(α) = (α i ) i . It can easily be seen by the above construction that these functors are actually inverse to each other.
